experiment, we used the better type B initial condition since the restoration is sensitive to this. For this good initial condition, the fullband EM gives a better result for psf estimation, but the subband EM still gives a better restored image due to the adaptation in image modeling. In the subband EM image estimate, horizontal and vertical edges are restored well, but 45 and 135" edges are not well restored. This is shown in Fig. 2 . This is due to the fact that the image is divided in the vertical and horizontal directions, and the HH subband was assumed to be white. 
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Markov models are used to model the generalion of handwritten, isolated characters. Models are trained on examples using the Baum-Welch oplimizalion routine. Then, given the models for the alphabet, unknown characters cpll be clasitied using maxi"-likelihood cWication. Experiments have been condncted, and an average error rate of 6.9% was achieved over the alphabet eoasjsting of the lowercase Englisn alphabet.
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
With the introduction of integrated systems digital network, multimedia applications are gaining importance. Due to the integration of several services into one single terminal, the user interface, or the man-machine part of the system, becomes a very important aspect of the system. An interesting step in the evolution of the user interface was the introduction of the pen and digitizing tablet. Since To set the whole process in motion, only one more parameter is needed: the initial state probability vector x. For each character, an HMM is formed by training on example characters, so two problems can be distinguish& the classification and the training problem.
The classification problem is the easiest of the two. For each character, a model exists. An unknown observation sequence is "scored" on each model, and the character corresponding to the model that yields the highest probability of having emitted the sequence is selected. This type of classification requires computation of the probability that the sequence 0 was emitted by a given model M, Pr (OIM). Since the state sequence that has produced an observation sequence is "hidden," i.e., not observable, we can either calculate Pr (OIM) over all possible state sequences or over the most likely state sequence having emitted the observation sequence.
In the present study, we have used Pr ( O I M ) over all possible state sequences, which can be efficiently calculated using the forwardbackward algorithm. The training problem is typically a constrained optimization problem. The likelihood that the example characters are generated by the given model is optimized. This can be done by classical optimization methods, like with Lagmnge multipliers, but here we have only considered the Baum-Welch algorithm. First, an initial estimate of the model is made. Next, the parameters of A, B, and x are reestimated using the Baum-Welch reestimation formulas. The model parameters are replaced by these reestimations, and this procedure is repeated until the increase in Pr (OIM) is arbitrarily small. The Baum-Welch algorithm is guaranteed to increase Pr (OIM) until a critical point, from which Pr (OIM) no longer changes. A proof of this property can be found in [4] . The optimum value for Pr ( O I M ) is typically a local optimum. The optimum found depends on the initial estimates of the reestimation algorithm. It may be necessary to optimize Pr (OIM) multiple times under different initial estimates to obtain an optimum near the global optimum of the likelihood function. 
III. TABLET QUANTIZATION
Since the character representation depends on the digitizing method, we first discuss the writing tablet. The writing tablet has a writable surface of 21 x 15 cm and a resolution of 2100 x 1536 grid lines on this surface. So, the resolution requirements according to [7] are sufficiently met. The sampling process involves the following steps (see Fig. 1 ):
1. registration of pen-down, 2. place a rectangular frame around the current pen position and wait for the pen to intersect this frame, 3 . make this intersection the new current point, and repeat steps 2 and 3 until a pen-up is registrated. The frame size can be chosen in terms of gridlines as the first, second, or third frame around the current point. So, the tablet uses space sampling rather than time sampling. The result of the sampling process is an (I, y)-coordinate file. The temporal order of the strokes that compose the character is preserved in this manner, which, as we shall see, combines well with a special class of HMM's. Finally 
IV. SYMBOL REQUIREMENTS
The next issue of importance is what features to use to represent a character. The requirements put on the features (i.e., the observable symbols) are all inspired by the same thought: the interclass scatter, i.e., the discriminant power between different characters should be as large as possible. On the other hand, the interclass variation, the variation between specimens of the same character, should be minimized. This leads to the following requirements on the features [2]: A good set of features should 1. be independent of translation, rotation, and linear scaling of the curve, 2. be chosen so that they do not replicate each other, 3. be easy computable, and 4. preferably (but not necessarily) employ the dynamic informa- 
INTRACLASS-SCATTER REDUCING PREPROCESSING
Since characters sometimes consist of multiple strokes separated by pen-ups, a method has to be found to treat within-character penups before the symbol generation can take place. Keeping in mind the formulation about intraclass scatter from the previus section, a very effective way of dealing with within-character pen-ups is to linearly interpolate the pen-up point with the consecutive pen-down point, i.e., drawing a straight line between these points in spatial domain. This will reduce the intraclass scatter, since some people retrace the pen in order to avoid lifting it from the paper [7] , while others write the same character without lifting the stylus. The "pen-up version" will be mapped into the version without penlift. Fig. 2 illustrates this process for the character "p." Only characters "i" and '3'' are treated differently: here, linear interpolation makes no sense, since the pen is not lifted to avoid retracing. Therefore, the length of the curve after the pen-down point is examined. When this length is very small compared to the total length of the curve, a dot is assumed, and a symbol "dot" is added to the feature vector. Now, the symbols that form the rest of the feature vector can be defined. A reasonable independence of rotation is achieved by subtraction of the starting angle d(0) combined with a dehooking algorithm. Hooks are due to inaccuracies in pen-down detection and to rapid or erratic motion in placing the stylus on or lifting it off the tablet [7] . In any case, when subtraction of starting angle is used to achieve rotationindependency, these hooks must be removed, since they show a very unstable behavior. The used dehooking algorithm is very simple, yet effective. When the absolute (mod 27r) difference between the angular directions of two consecutive vectors within a predefined distance 
(4)
Resulting we have the desired observation sequence 0 containing T symbols. Fig. 3 shows the complete symbol-generation procedure.
The next issue will be to determine the number of possible symbols per observation, i.e., the quantizer accuracy.
VII. QUANTIZER ACCURACY
To determine the required accuracy of the quantizer, it is useful to recall the concepts from Section VI: the intraclass and interclass variation. Using these concepts, we can formulate the following requirement on quantizer accuracy: The difference between the quantized representation and its original may not be larger than the average intraclass variability according to some distance criterion.
TWO was calculated for the 10 specimens, again for the complete alphabet. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the average of EquantiZation as a function of the number of quantization levels. The average value for Eintraclass is also shown.
VIII. EMPIRICAL DETERMINATION OPTIMUM PARAMETERS
Extensive experimental work has been carried out in two stages: first, on a limited alphabet (typically characters "a"-"j"), an optimum set of parameters defining the HMM's was determined. With these optimum parameters, the performance of the system applied to the complete English alphabet was evaluated. The scheme used was to vary one parameter, while keeping all other parameters the same. Although the underlying assumption that the parameters are independent of each other probably is not entirely correct, this approach does limit the number of experiments allowed (LTR-3). In general, structure LTR-1 performed about 2-3 times better than structures LTR-2 and LTR-3 and about 4-5 times better than the structure without constraints. Clearly, the temporal order is an important aspect in the HMM structure. Since models LTR-2 and LTR-3 are subsets of model LTR-1, the obtained results are quite reasonable.
B. Initial Estimates
The main result of the first part of the experiments was that multiple optimizations per character, followed by selecting the model that yields the highest Pr (0 IM) is an absolute necessity for good system performance. Experiments showed that even when an observation sequence 0 is generated by a HMM using Monte Carlo simulation and the model is retrieved by the optimization procedure, for some initial estimates no correct model is found. One way to vary the initial estimates is by dividing the unit interval of each parameter into p sections, followed by optimizations for all possible combinations. For N states, M symbols, and p sections, the number of combinations is given by
Only the LTR-1 structure is assumed here. Setting p = 3 , N = 4, and M = 16 already yields 2 .
combinations, which is not a very attractive prospect. An alternative method is to use a random generator to generate initial estimates [5] . Experiments have shown that for aprpoximately 50 optimizations per model, sufficiently strong local optima are found, i.e., with 100 optimizations under different initial estimates the same Pr (OIM) is found as under the 50 initial estimates.
A. Model Structure C. Number of Symbols and States
The result from the previous sections is an observation sequence (feature vector) 0 that incorporates the temporal information provided by the tablet. This temporal order can be imposed on a HMM by constraining the model structure to left-to-right (LTR) [4] , [5] . Once an ut3 is set to 0, it remains 0 when using the Baum-Welch reestimation formulas. Therefore, by initially setting ut3 = 0 for a disallowed state transition, any model structure can be imposed. Left-to-right models must be trained on multiple sequences. Using one long observation sequence here makes no sense, since once the final absorbing state is reached, the further observations provide no information about earlier states. The performance of four different model structures was tested: an HMM with no constraints on state transitions, and 3 LTR HMM's (see Fig. 5 ): skipping of all states allowed (LTR-l), single skips only (LTR-2), and no skipping of states The next issue under investigation was the number of symbols M, i.e., the quantizer accuracy. Based on the result from Section VII, M was varied from 8 to 24. The recognition error showed a descent from 12% ( M = 8) to 6.8% at M = 16. Then the error increased until 10.2% at M = 24. Similar experiments were conducted on the other parameters. For instance, for model size N = 6, the optimum recognition rate was achieved. In theory, using more states should lead to a better recognition performance due to the increased ability to capture variability. In practice, however, using more states does not necessarily increase the performance, probably because more states also need more training data to satisfy the training procedure [3] . The parameters shown in Table I show the experimentally optimal in terms of recognition accuracy, amount of training data needed, and classification time (set at less than 1 s on an AT-type PC). 
Ix. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
With the optimum set of parameters, recognition experiments were conducted on the alphabet consisting of the complete lowercase English alphabet. Five writers (three male, two female) were each instructed to enter 30 samples for each character in a fully unconstrained way and completely according to their own writing style. First, for each person independently HMM's were obtained by training on 20 samples per character, resulting in a system trained on its user (individual system). The other 10 samples were used as test characters, and the individual overall error rate, i.e., the average error rate over all characters was determined. Then, four training sequences from each of the five writers were used to obtain "combined" HMM's, i.e., one system trained on five users. Table I1 shows the recognition error rates that were obtained for both systems, and Fig. 6 shows the writing styles of the five writers. As can be seen, an average error rate of 6.9% was obtained for the systems trained specificly on its user (individual system). An error analysis showed that most confusions are between characters where the description differs only in a small durational way, like for instance the "a" and "d," who only differ in the higher extension of the vertical stroke for the "d." Apparently, the model is unable to capture these more subtle differences in durational information between two character descriptions. The confusion between two characters "a" and " b may be due to the course quantization.
Due to the great difference in equipment, experimental protocols, data, etc., it is very difficult to compare results of experimental studies [6] , [7] . Recognition rates varying from 71.98 to 100% have been reported [6] , [7] , depending on the alphabet, constraints, classification methods, the use of dictionaries, etc. Given the very unconstrained way in which the characters are allowed to be entered, the obtained results are quite good. Table II shows that the average performance of the system trained on five users (combined system) is about three times worse than the single-user system, so the main application lies in the individual system. Apparently the system is unable to effectively capture the enlarged variability introduced by multiple writers.
X. CONCLUSIONS
A system that classifies handwritten characters in an on-lie fashion has been presented. If the system is trained on its user, an average error rate of 6.9% is achieved with fully unconstrained input of the characters. System performance degrades as the writer becomes more sloppy, which is obvious by comparing the results of writer 5, who wrote in a very hasty, sloppy way, with the result of writer 4. Performance can be increased by requiring writers to write neatly, which is a much more natural way of constraining than, for instance, constraints on the order or direction of the strokes [6]. This may even have an educational application.
Since MLclassification is used, the system can easily be extended depending on the application. For instance., weighting each Pr (OIM) with Occurence probabilities for each character according to a language model can be used when the system is used mainly to enter text. A hypothesis generation scheme can easily be realized. In CAD applications, decision rules may be an alternative method to decide between ambiguous characters, although this method may put undesirable constraints on the handwriting.
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